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Abstract

The growth of metropolises and the number of vehicles cruising within their boundaries creates a permanent problem of dissatisfaction with transport accessibility. This study aims to identify the difference between perceived (PA) and objective (OA) transport accessibility. For its implementation, it was necessary: to explore PA between different residential areas and travel modes, reveal the influence of the travel regime on the PA, compare the impact of social-demographic factors on the individuals' PA. The research methodology is based on a large cross-sectional study with 2,275 respondents. A quota sample was used for 12 administrative districts of the Moscow metropolis. The data was processed by IBM SPSS Statistics 20 statistical program to obtain descriptive statistics indicators. Correlation analysis of the respondent's answers to the four items for PA assessment was performed to assess the relationship between the results of the solutions. Next, a synthetic index of PA was calculated and analyzed differences using the integral index PA. The relationship significance was assessed using F-criterion-based one-way ANOVA.

The novelty of our study is as follows: it contributes to previous research on the possibility of measuring perceived affordability in metropolitan areas and benchmarking OA and RA.
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1- Introduction

This article presents a study of the perceived transport accessibility in the metropolis of Moscow in daily trips. There are many different definitions for the concept of transport accessibility [1]. At the same time, various approaches to this concept consider urban traffic as the main factor affecting transport accessibility. In 2020, Moscow topped the Traffic Index rating of cities by traffic congestion compiled by the manufacturer of TomTom car GPS devices [2]. According to Ralf-Peter Schäfer, Vice President of TomTom for Traffic, "Against the background of global cities, the level of traffic flows in the Moscow agglomeration recovered quite quickly since Moscow, as an administrative, financial and transport center of the country, had to maintain its vitality and production activity, so even the introduction of remote work mode often covered only part of the employees in many organizations" [2].

At the beginning of 2021, the population of Moscow was 12655.1 thousand people. The population density is 4,940.5 people per sq. km. The territorial division of Moscow consists of 12 administrative districts [3]. The red dots in Figure 1 show the districts of Moscow, and the colored lines show the structure of the main directions of public transport routes in Moscow, with over 14 million daily trips and over 5 billion trips per year. Currently, the city has a transport system, which includes the following modes of transport: Subway, including the Moscow Central Circle Road and the Moscow Monorail system (the share of the Moscow Metro in passenger transportation among other types of passenger transport in the capital is about 56%, on average 9 million passengers use subway services on week days.
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According to the official website of the State Unitary Enterprise "Moscow Metro" [4]), urban and intercity rail transport (including urban streetcars), ground urban passenger transport (electric buses, cabs, shuttle buses, buses). Recently, the city authorities have paid special attention to developing individual mobility vehicles (bicycles, electric scooters, and others). Despite the saturation of the city with different types of transport, given the scale of the urban area and the uneven distribution of residence and workplaces (the city center has up to 40% of jobs, with less than 10% of the population), the perception of accessibility of work and other points of attraction (social facilities, shopping and entertainment enterprises) is becoming extremely relevant.

Figure 1. The structure of the transport system and the administrative districts of Moscow.

Until 2020, Moscow was also in the top ten in terms of traffic congestion which leads to problems for residents' daily trips, reduces their mobility options, and harms the city's environment. It not only decreases calculated accessibility but also reduces residents' transport accessibility perception, including a decrease in satisfaction with the use of public transport. Normative approaches to transport planning adopted in urban planning and management, based on rigid technological standards are insufficient in a modern metropolis [5]. Marketing has long used the perceived quality approach in satisfaction analysis based on customer experience [7]. The same approach can be used in transport accessibility [7]. Transport accessibility and mobility is a goal of transport policies throughout Europe [8], including Russia [9], including a separate program for the metropolis of Moscow [10]. At the same time, there is a common understanding of the limitations of objective (normative) indicators in assessing accessibility [1, 11]. Thus, there is a need to bridge the gap between the spatial dynamics of cities and the behavioral factors of individuals [12, 13]. That makes subjective approaches to accessibility assessment such as PA assessment an extremely relevant area for complementing current studies, implementing, and assessing the transport system accessibility in metropolises. The literature review conducted in our article revealed a certain lack of research in this area. To this end, we conduct a study of factors influencing the perception of PA and a comparative analysis of OA and PA. Thus, the goals of this study were as follows:

- Explore PA between different residential areas and travel modes;
- Compare the impact of social-demographic factors on the individuals’ PA;
- Compare the OA and PA.

Based on the above objectives, the following hypotheses were developed:
1-1- Hypothesis 1 (H1)

PA for residential areas of the city will be different.

1-2- Hypothesis 2 (H2)

PA for the same residential areas is various when (if) residents prefer different travel modes for daily trips;

1-3- Hypothesis 3 (H3)

Social-demographic factors define differences in perception of accessibility. The study was conducted in March 2020 before the introduction of restrictions on the movement of citizens and the self-isolation regime due to the COVID-19 pandemic using several methodological approaches:

- An online survey of urban residents was based on an online questionnaire of a quota sampling, proportional to the gender and age composition for each of Moscow's administrative districts. The survey was conducted based on the online panel [14], the quotation ensured the sample representativeness by gender and age, and 2275 people took part in the online survey.
- Statistical modeling methods were based on statistical data processing methods described in the literature [15, 16].

2- Literature Review

2-1- Transport Accessibility Concept

The term "accessibility for a metropolis" was introduced by Hansen [17], and it defines accessibility as the potential for the possibility of interaction. Hansen notes that "...that it is a measure of the intensity of the possibility of interaction rather than just a measure of the ease of interaction." [17]. In the same paper, he emphasizes that accessibility is constantly changing under the influence of different factors. Factor impact analysis of workplace, place of residence, points of interest, and cost were analyzed for London in the work of Dalvi and Martin [18] based on Hansen's model. At the same time, the authors did not include in their model the perception of accessibility. However, Hansen noted that accessibility is based on the ability and willingness of people or firms (behavioral aspect) to overcome spatial divisions. The spatial accessibility has been further supplemented in works [19-21]. An important area of research in the analysis of spatial accessibility has been the study of the accessibility of certain areas or objects: parks and other natural areas [22, 23] the accessibility of medical facilities [24].

An interesting study in the transport accessibility area became the review prepared for the New Zealand Transport Agency. This work analyzed the practice of measuring existing transport accessibility in some countries [25]. The paper identified accessibility indicators based on which accessibility is quantified and defined as the ease with which an individual can reach an object from their place of residence or another place using different travel modes. In addition, this work, as well as subsequent works, use for modeling such attributes as congestion, schedules, reliability of travel time [26-28]. In addition, the hours of operation of various services have a significant impact on modeling [29]. When modeling spatial interaction, these attributes are usually used without special consideration of PA [30]. As noted in some literature reviews on transport accessibility, it covers different areas of people's lives [31, 32]. In particular, an essential aspect of accessibility is an inclusive environment that allows for equal access to transportation facilities [33].

Another equally important issue is economic affordability. Although researchers often focus on minimizing passenger costs, this topic remains extremely important. For example, researchers analyze the impact of poverty on transport accessibility in Colombia, noting that the higher the household income, the higher their transport accessibility [34-36]. As other researchers have shown, even in wealthy countries, there is a problem of economic inequality in the provision of public transport and the risk of "transportation poverty" [29, 37, 38]. The local governments regulate public transport issues, including affordability [39, 40]. In turn, this kind of regulation cannot avoid the behavioral aspect of passengers (users of public transport services) [41, 42]. As studies show (for example, [12]), most authors believe that accessibility can be determined based on physical indicators, while the results show the need to study more subtle behavioral aspects.

A promising conclusion presented by Pot et al. [43] is that there is no such thing as objective accessibility in contrast to subjective accessibility. The authors justify their conclusion by saying that accessibility is not a function of land-use and transportation system configurations. Of course, it is possible to calculate accessibility using the data of land-use and transport system configurations, to set targets and make management decisions. However, these decisions will poorly reflect the real situation. That is because the actual potential for spatial interaction is conditioned by how the environment is perceived. Therefore, objective accessibility can be a proxy indicator for the experienced potential to interact with spatially dispersed activities [43]. Thus, it is correct to speak not about OA but calculated accessibility based on the land-use and transport data. So, precisely the PA assessment will make it possible to assess the reality of transport accessibility in a particular area.
2-2- Perceived Accessibility

PA issue can be considered in terms of marketing provisions relying on irrational consumer behavior and considering accessibility as a set of services [14]. On the other hand, when examining the effectiveness of the normative approach to transport accessibility, it was noted that there is a gap between measured or calculated accessibility and the perception of accessibility by users. Perception is seen as something essential but difficult to quantify. At the same time, objective and subjective measures are more suitable to deepen understanding of accessibility [44]. Thus, the need to use both normative (objective) and subjective (perceived) indicators together is noted. Considering the concept of PA, we should agree with the authors who define it as “a combination of the opportunities provided at destinations and the resistance associated with reaching these locations” [43, 45]. Overcoming the quantitative accounting problem of perceived, subjective indicators is implemented in marketing [5, 14]. The analysis of the subjective factors of accessibility continued in subsequent studies based on comparing accessibility first using an objective approach and then a subjective one to compare results [46, 47]. Studies have noted the essential goal of accessibility – to improve the quality of life. In addition, the studies conclude that the weight and importance of objects for assessing accessibility (points of interest) should be determined by the attitude of residents (based on subjective assessment of accessibility) and then measured objectively.

Further research reflected the importance of understanding the PA phenomenon when proposed the Perceived Accessibility Scale in public transport [7]. A study by Lättman et al [13] examined the application of this scale in terms of inclusive accessibility. The paper defined perceived accessibility concerning how easy it is to lead fulfilling life using the transportation system, which does not necessarily coincide with objective indicators. In a follow-up study of the Perceived Accessibility Scale based on a survey of 1,237 public transport users, the results showed that this scale is a reliable measure [13].

The relationship between PA and satisfaction of different segments of the elderly was explored, expanding the social aspect of the study. The study showed a high degree of PA effect on overall life satisfaction [48]. Studies in Montreal have shown that a dissatisfaction index has been developed based on the Transport Accessibility Satisfaction Survey results. The authors suggested that working with this index would increase the PA of residents [49]. We should separately highlight studies of the PA effect on reducing road traffic and congestions. Here the critical problem is the transition from personal vehicles to public or sharing vehicles. Studies of satisfaction do not show a direct relationship with PA [50]. In this regard, the study of carsharing PA seems interesting. However, as the authors point out, the model developed explains only one-third of the differences in carsharing PA, which may serve as a defined limit to the applicability of the scale [51]. As studies in Madrid have shown, the solution to the transition of passengers to use public transport can be obtained by introducing restrictions or increased satisfaction with the use of public transport. At the same time, accessibility has not been noted by researchers as essential for users [52]. Thus, many authors conclude that PA depends on the physical environment and an individual’s perception of the physical environment [43]. In this regard, we need to understand what factors will influence the perception of accessibility.

3- Research Methodology

3-1- Sample Structure

From March 03 to March 19, 2020, an online survey of Moscow residents (969 men (43%), 1,306 (57%) women, 2,275 in total) was conducted. The sample was quoted based on three parameters: gender, age of respondents, and administrative district of residence. The same number of respondents was interviewed in each administrative district of the city. Distribution within the quotas was performed based on statistical data on the distribution of the population by gender and age. The basis was the basis of the statistical digest data “Women and Men of Russia” [53] from the Federal State Statistics Service. Table 1 presents the distribution by age and gender for each quota of the administrative district.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age range</th>
<th>Gender distribution (% of the population)</th>
<th>Age range distribution (% of the population)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Men, %</td>
<td>Women, %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-29</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-39</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-49</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-59</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-65</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65+</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
There are 12 administrative districts in the city of Moscow, so there are 144 quoted segments. A questionnaire converted into the form required for an online survey was developed as a research tool (https://ru.surveymonkey.com/r/NKYCW2H).

3-2- PA Assessment

To assess PA, we used the approach described by Lättman et al. [54]. Respondents indicated their level of agreement with four statements that "together were designed to measure overall PA of daily travel" [54]. We used a 4-point Likert scale that included the following response options: "Strongly agree", "Somewhat agree," "Somewhat disagree", "Strongly disagree."

In addition, respondents were asked about their primary transport mode when moving around Moscow. This circumstance subsequently allowed us to analyze the differences in PA depending on the most frequently used travel mode in the city (test of H2).

The questions where respondents specified the district of residence allowed us to assess the differences in PA by districts of the city (test of H1).

Questions concerning gender, age, educational level, and employment status allowed us to examine PA in terms of socio-demographic characteristics of respondents (test of H3).

3-3- Statistical Processing

The data set was processed using the IBM SPSS Statistics 20 software package. Correlation analysis of the respondents' answers to the four items for PA assessment was performed to assess the relationship between the results of the answers. Next, a synthetic index of PA was calculated, defined as the average between the estimates obtained from the four statements on PA. Next, we analyzed differences using the integral index PA depending on a residential area, primary transport mode, gender, age-range, educational level, and employment status. The relationship significance was assessed using F-criterion-based one-way ANOVA. Schematically, the study methodology of PA is presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Research methodology flowchart.

4- Results

4-1- Descriptive Statistics

Our study showed that 85% of the respondents were between the ages of 18 and 59. The distribution of respondents in the sample by age is detailed in Table 1. The employment status and educational level of respondents are shown in Figures 3 and 4.
More than half of the respondents work full-time (51%). The total share of employed is 63%, and 23% of respondents are pensioners. We need the data on socio-demographic characteristics to test hypothesis 3.

The distribution of respondents' answers to the question about how they mostly move around Moscow is presented in Figure 5. The distribution of respondents' answers to the question about how they mostly move around Moscow is presented in Figure 5. We need the answers to this question in combination with the PA assessments to test hypothesis 2. It was multiple response questions with a list of possible answer options. The respondents could select a few options that are true for them. We need the answers to this question in combination with the PA assessments to test hypothesis 2.

Public transport is a priority for half of the respondents (50%) when moving around the city. 29% of respondents indicated mostly walking. 27% use personal transport as the primary means of moving around the city. A much smaller number uses taxes – 12%, carsharing – 3%, micro mobile transport (bicycle, scooter, monowheel, segway) – 2%. Notify that not adapted for micro-mobility, the transport system of Moscow only in the last few years is actively adapting for micro-mobility. Bicycle lanes are appearing, traffic rules for micro-mobility are being formed. That is partly why very few residents use micro-mobility as their primary travel mode to get around the city. In addition, the length of the trip from the city boundaries to the city center varies on average from 16 km to 31 km, so the possibility
of using micro-mobility as the primary urban travel mode is limited due to long distances. Table 2 presents the correlation analysis of respondents’ answers to the four statements determining PA. Since they answered the question on a 4-point Likert scale, and the distances between the closest answer options are assumed to be approximately the same, further analysis could be conducted both in ordinal variables and in quantitative ones.

**Figure 5. Priority transport modes to move around the city.**

**Table 2. Pearson’s matrix of pair correlation coefficients.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Given the way I move around town today, my daily activities are easy to do</th>
<th>Given the way I move around town today, I can live the life I want</th>
<th>Given the way I move around town today, I can do whatever I need</th>
<th>Given the way I move around town today, access to my favorite activities is satisfactory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Given the way I move around town today, my daily activities are easy to do</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Given the way I move around town today, I can live the life I want</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Given the way I move around town today, I can do whatever I need</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Given the way I move around town today, access to my favorite activities is satisfactory</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Correlation analysis showed a moderate (correlation coefficient exceeding 0.5) and strong (exceeding 0.7) relationship between the variables (Table 1), which indicates the similarity of each respondent’s answers to the compiled questions. The results obtained allow us to calculate the integral index of PA and further analyze the change of the index under the effect of different factors to test the hypothesis.

**4-2- Statistical Analysis and Assessment of Integral Index of PA**

This section presents the results of PA assessment based on the integral index of PA and PA integral index assessment in different city districts, depending on the primary way of moving around the city and on the socio-demographic characteristics of the respondents.

**4-3- Integral Index of PA**

Due to a high degree of correlation in the responses to the four statements regarding PA (see Table 2), a synthetic, integral index of PA was formed, which sufficiently reflects the effect of each of the four indicators. The average value of the four variables was taken as an integrated assessment of PA. As a result, the average PA score for the city was 3 points, which is a satisfactory level. Then, based on the integral index, the differences in the average assessment of the perceived transport accessibility by administrative districts of the respondents’ residence, their gender, age, employment status, and educational level were assessed. The relationship significance was assessed using F-criterion-based one-way ANOVA.
**4-4 Testing Hypothesis 1 (H1): PA for Residential Areas of the City will be Different.**

For residential districts, the relationship between the respondent's residence and PA was identified at a significance level of 6%. Figure 6 presents this relationship.

![Figure 6. Relationship between the administrative district of Moscow of the respondent's residence and PA (on a scale from 1 to 4).](image)

**Figure 6.** Relationship between the administrative district of Moscow of the respondent’s residence and PA (Average PA (on a scale from 1 to 4)).

It is easy to see that residents of the South and Zelenogradsky districts are the most satisfied (3.08 and 3.06 scores). The least satisfied are residents of the Southeast district (2.9 points). The difference between the average scores of the South and Southeast districts is 6%. The results show that PA is independent of the distance to the city center and the time to get to the city center. These indicators are often used in assessing OA. For example, if to compare the distance to the center of Moscow from the Zelenogradsky district with the highest PA scores, this distance is 51 km. While from the Southeast district with the lowest PA score, it is 33 km. Table 3 shows Yandex Maps data on the average distance to the city center and the time to get it from the residential areas under study by different transport modes.

**Table 3.** Assessment of OA indicators by the time and distance to get from Moscow’s districts to the city center (* Red Square is taken as the city center; ** according to [55]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residential area</th>
<th>Average distance to the city center, km</th>
<th>Time to get to the city center on a weekday (not during rush hours/in rush hours), min**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>By car</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>46 / 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zelenogradsky</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>90 /99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwest</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>31 /40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novomoskovsky</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>62 /81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>32 /29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeast</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>53 /68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>32 / 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trotsky</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>95 /95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>53 /45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>18 /35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwest</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>66 /85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southeast</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>68 /61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Residents of Zelenogradsky district with high satisfaction with transport accessibility are actually in second place among those who are most distant from the city center, both by distance and by actual travel time. The same is for the Southern administrative district, where the satisfaction was the highest, the actual travel time to distance ratio does not reflect the perception of transport accessibility. At the same time, residents of the Central district with the shortest travel time to the city center assess transport accessibility lower than the city average and districts far from the center.

4-5- Testing Hypothesis 2 (H2): PA for the Same Residential Areas is Different when (if) Residents Prefer Different Travel Modes for Daily Travel

Figure 7 shows the relationship between the primary travel mode in the city and PA.

![Figure 7. Relationship between the respondent's primary transport mode and PA.](image)

Our study showed that people who walk, use taxis, public and personal transport (car or motorcycle) show the highest values of the PA index (2.97-3.00 scores). Respondents using micro-mobile transport (bicycle, scooter, monowheel, segway) are the least satisfied (2.73 scores). The difference between them is 10%. The carsharing users occupy an intermediate position (2.73 scores); the difference with the most satisfied is 4%. Thus, the travel mode in the city is a significant factor affecting the perception of transport accessibility.

4-6- Testing Hypothesis 3 (H3): Social-demographic Factors Define Differences in Perception of Accessibility

No statistically significant relationship was found between the average PA values by employment status at the 10% significance level. The relationship between the respondent's gender and educational level and PA was detected at the 5% significance level. The relationship between the age of the respondent and PA was detected at the 8% significance level. The average accessibility score for men is slightly lower than for women (2.97 and 3.01, respectively). Figure 8 presents the relationship between the respondent's age and PA.

![Figure 8. Relationship between respondent's age and PA.](image)
Elderly and young respondents (66 years and older – 3.07 scores, 18-29 years old – 3.04 scores) gave the highest scores of the PA index. The least satisfied are respondents aged 40-49 years (2.88 scores). Figure 9 shows the relationship between the educational level of the respondent and PA.

![Figure 9. Relationship between respondent’s educational level and PA.](image)

Respondents with secondary education gave the highest PA scores (from 3.05 to 3.06), and respondents with higher education – the lowest scores (2.96). The difference between them is 3%.

5 - Discussions

The study analyzed the PA in the city of Moscow, which is the largest city of the Russian Federation and one of the 30 largest urban agglomerations in the world, according to the report of The Department of Economic and Social Affairs of the United Nations [56]. Based on the theoretical framework of PA, we have studied the influence of several factors: a place of residence, socio-demographic characteristics, behavioral factors of individuals (preferences on the way of moving around the city) on the perception of transport accessibility. In order to test the hypotheses, we collected large cross-sectional data from 2,275 respondents living in a metropolitan area. The study results expand knowledge about the possibilities of assessing PA for the largest urban agglomerations in the world. The study provides new insights into the perception of transport accessibility in terms of respondents’ socio-demographic characteristics and their transportation habits. The results contribute valuable insights into understanding the impact of residential areas on the assessment of PA in major metropolitan areas. In addition, this study adds to current knowledge about the factors influencing perceptions of accessibility (the study assessed the impact of employment status and educational level on PA).

Hypothesis 1 (PA for Residential Areas of the city will be Different) is confirmed. Our data show that PA differs in different districts of the city. At the same time, PA does not depend on the residential area remoteness from the city center, so OA indicators cannot explain it. To assess OA as the ease with which an individual can reach any object from the residence [25], we took the city center as such an object. Often travel times and distances to selected destinations serve as indicators. We took indicators of distance and travel time to the city center using different travel modes. The data showed that the perception of accessibility did not depend on OA. Thus, our study supports the conclusion of Pot et al. [43] that the concept of OA does not make it possible to describe the actual situation with the transport accessibility of attraction points for city residents. Based on the study results, we support the authors who propose to use OA as an additional but not the primary indicator to assess the city transport system.

The study findings support Hypothesis 2 (PA for the same Residential areas is Different when (if) Residents Prefer Different Travel Modes for Daily Travel), confirming that the choice of transportation mode in the city affects the assessment of PA. Our results are consistent with those described in the literature, where PA differences depend on how the respondent moves around the city [50].

Our results of differences in PA levels between primary travel modes differ from Lättman's results for Malmö, where the highest PA levels were obtained for “individuals using mainly active sustainable modes (bicycle and walking)” [54]. We got approximately similar high PA scores for travel modes such as walking, cabs, public and personal transport (car or motorcycle).

It should be said that there is the same PA for personal and public transport and taxis since the city of Moscow still has few priority lanes for public transport, which is evident from Table 2 where time on public and personal transport
is almost the same. The city government is actively restructuring the transport system now, separating lanes for public transport and organizing bicycle lanes. That is critical for improving the city environment, so the government aims to encourage the use of public transport. In this regard, it becomes essential to reduce the travel time when using public transport. It is especially relevant because many studies show that travel and waiting times for public transport significantly impact residents' satisfaction with its accessibility [49].

**Hypothesis 3 (Social-Demographic Factors Define Differences in Perception of Accessibility) is partially confirmed.** As in [54], statistically significant differences were obtained among respondents of different genders. Similarly, women rated accessibility higher than men. A check of men's and women's transportation preferences showed significant differences only for personal transport preference: 31% – for men, 24% – for women. There were no significant differences in preferences for other travel modes. The data obtained show that the travel mode could not significantly affect the perception of transport accessibility of different genders. These differences are the result of some other factors. The check was performed with the help of the construction of contingency tables.

In contrast to [54], our study found statistically significant differences in PA among respondents of different ages. Surprisingly, we found that the highest PA scores were for people over the age of 66. We can assume that they could compare the accessibility in the years of their youth and now. Interestingly, the lowest score was in the group of respondents aged 40–49. It would be interesting to understand these differences in scores. We checked the differences in transport preferences (in preferred travel modes) in different age groups to assess the effect of travel modes on the perception of accessibility. To verify this, we constructed contingency tables to reveal the impact of respondents' age on their travel modes.

The following results were obtained:

- In age groups from 18 to 49 years, the proportion of respondents who prefer to use public transport ranges from 39% to 44%, in older groups this proportion rises to 59% (50-59 years), 66% (60-65 years) and 85% (66 years and older);
- A similar picture is in the impact assessment of age on preference for walking: in the age groups of 18 to 49 years, the proportion of respondents who prefer to walk ranges from 21% to 25%, in older groups, this proportion rises to 35% (50-59 years), 43% (60-65 years) and 55% (66 years and older);
- The less significant impact of age on the preferred use of personal vehicles: from 20% to 29% of 18-49 years old prefer personal vehicles, 50 and over - 33%-34%.

From the results, we can assume that older people, who mostly use public transportation and walk, rate the accessibility higher. For the most part, people aged over 66 do not work and do not need to travel long distances around the city. The distances they travel and the frequency of these trips are probably lower than for people aged 40-49, which may also affect PA. Our study complements the results of previous studies; in particular, we checked the dependence of PA on employment status, which at the same time did not reveal statistically significant differences in the integral index of PA. We can consider interesting the identified relationship between the educational level and the perception of accessibility for the knowledge development in the field of the impact of socio-demographic characteristics on PA. Remarkably, people with higher education gave the lowest scores on accessibility. It is unlikely that these differences can be explained by preferences in travel modes, as only micro mobile transport and carsharing showed differences in accessibility scores. The contingency tables revealed no significant effect of educational level on preferred transport modes.

### 6- Conclusions

According to the study objectives, the analysis of PA in the daily trips of metropolis residents depending on the residence place of the respondent, his/her preferences in the way of moving around the city, socio-demographic characteristics was conducted. The results confirmed that the PA differs in different city residential areas, thus confirming the influence of the respondent's residence on PA. In addition, the results confirmed the difference in the PA depending on the respondent's transportation preferences. There was a significant influence of the individual's transportation preferences on the PA score. The study results showed that several socio-demographic characteristics affect the perception of transport accessibility. Thus, the PA is influenced by gender, age, and educational level. At the same time, employment status showed no statistically significant relationship with the dependent variable (PA).

### 6-1- Theoretical Implication

Our study's seven important theoretical implications are as follows: first, it contributes to previous research on the possibility of measuring PA in metropolitan areas and the comparative analysis of OA and RA. Over the past few years, there has been a growing scholarly interest in better understanding perceived transportation accessibility and methods for measuring it. Therefore, the results of this study will add to this developing but as yet understudied field of knowledge.
Second, this study extended the PA theory by (a) examining the relationship of various factors to the assessment of perceptions of transportation accessibility, (b) by testing the applicability of the PA assessment to the largest metropolitan areas in the world, such as Moscow, which is very important because large metropolitan areas play an increasingly important and "urban grow this closely related to the three dimensions of sustainable development: social, economic, and environmental" [56], and (c) it is confirmed that the use of OA indicators alone does not make it possible to effectively manage the development of a metropolis since the perception of transport accessibility is weakly related to the indicators of OA. Comparison of OA and PA showed that the perception of accessibility does not depend on such indicators reflecting such OA as travel times and distances to selected destinations. Thus, we conclude that OA should not be the primary indicator for assessing the city transport system since it poorly reflects residents' actual attitude and perception of this system. At the same time, "Well-managed urbanization can help to maximize the benefits of high levels of density while minimizing environmental degradation and other potential adverse impacts of the growing number of the city [56].

Third, large cities with ancient history and many architectural monuments, which are the nation's cultural heritage, such as Moscow, have witnessed the rapid development and growth of urban agglomerations and the introduction of various initiatives in the management of megalopolises. For such cities, the opportunities for transport infrastructure development are limited by the location of architectural monuments and cultural heritage monuments. However, evidence-based research on PA assessment, especially in such cities, is currently limited. Previous literature devoted to the study of RA has examined other cultural contexts. Attempts to assess PA in Russia's largest metropolitan areas have not previously been undertaken.

Fourth, the method we used to assess PA allowed us to conduct a comparative analysis with the results of earlier studies and show that the assessment of PA does not depend on the size of the city. Comparing results obtained by Lättman with our results on differences between residential areas, we found a similar result, where OA indicators cannot explain differences in PA. Moreover, in some cases, high OA of residential areas showed a low level of PA (for example, for the Central administrative district) and, opposite, one of the most distant from the center administrative districts with one of the lowest OA (Zelenogradsky) showed one of the highest PA scores.

In the study Lättman et al. [54], suggest that the lack of significant variation in PA is due to the small size of the city of Malmö ("we were expecting bigger differences between the areas, as we know that there are differences in OA"). However, we also did not get significant differences between the PA-scans areas (see Figure 6), although distances in Moscow city are significantly greater than in Malmö. The area of Moscow for 2020 is 2.6 thousand sq. km. [57], which exceeds the area of Malmö 33 times. The present study bridges this gap: therefore, we can conclude that the insignificant differences in PA scores do not depend on the area of the studied territory. Other factors affect this indicator. That is why it is essential to study the relationship between PA with spatially dispersed activities and destinations. We assume that there is a particular comfort zone where daily trips take place. This zone is approximately the same regardless of the residential area; there are no significant differences in the PA index values. Of course, this assumption should be checked with additional research.

Fifth, this study provided insights into using a 4-score scale for the integral index of PA based on the 4-point Likert scale that showed sufficient sensitivity to identify differences in PA. When assessing the methodology for calculating the integral index of PA, we concluded that it is more convenient to use a 4-point Likert scale than the 7-point Likert scale proposed by Katrin Lättman [54], followed by calculating the PA index by calculating the mean from the four items and converting the result to a more familiar scale. Lättman [54] used a 5-point Likert scale for the PA index. Using the 4-point Likert scale avoids the need for subsequent conversion of the PA index to more familiar scales.

Sixth, we checked the influence of two factors (employment status and educational levels) on PA, not found in earlier studies. Employment status did not reveal statistically significant differences in the integral index of PA. Statistically significant differences in PA scores among respondents with different educational levels were obtained. Checking these depending on the preferred way of moving around the city did not show significant differences.

Finally, seventh, our research design can help others interested in understanding the factors that influence PA. In addition, based on the framework we provide, future researchers can focus on the differences in assessments that lie in cognitive processes and require a deeper understanding of the relationships between environment, travel behavior, and individual perceptions that the environment provides.

6-2- Practical Implication

The three main practical conclusions of our study are as follows. First, the results of our study can be helpful for the city government, as they allow for a deeper understanding of the factors that affect the perception of transport accessibility of the metropolis and both to evaluate the efforts to improve transport accessibility and as targets for management decisions. Second, based on the study results, we propose to use OA as an additional but not the primary indicator to assess the city transport system. That is especially significant because transport accessibility has to improve the quality of life in the metropolis [46, 47], which is not a direct consequence of the number of transport
modes available to the individual or the ability to reach a large number of places in the city. Many places accessible to an individual are often not suitable or attractive for this individual. Our result of the PA integral index can be used as an indicator or threshold for determining the transport accessibility of the metropolis and its separate territories.

City leaders should also obtain information about influencing factors that can create positive intentions towards using public transport. Our results show that the most significant factor affecting the perception of transport accessibility is the travel mode in the city. The almost identical PA for personal and public transport is an obstacle to the efforts of city authorities to redirect users of personal transport to the use of public transport. There is a need to improve the perception of accessibility using the city's public transport and in this regard, reducing the travel time of public transport becomes crucial. The low level of PA for micro mobile transport (bicycle, scooter, monowheel, segway) is due to the lack of priority lanes, particularly for bicycles. In addition to the lack of bicycle lanes, the limitation of the use of this travel mode is also affected by the limitation associated with the storage of micro-mobility means, long distances in the city, weather conditions, lack of infrastructure, and cultural characteristics that determine transport preferences [58].

Thus, we can conclude that the infrastructure development and its adaptability to a particular travel mode significantly affect the perception of user accessibility. Finally, the study results provide information for management decisions regarding communications with city residents to increase PA. Using the assessment of PA and knowing the factors that influence it, it is possible to use communication policies to change attitudes toward the use of various modes of transportation in the city and form targeted communications to population groups with low PA levels.

6-3- Limitations and future research directions

A limitation of the study is that it was conducted among residents of one metropolis, so probably that the cultural characteristics of the residents determine selected results. At the same time, our study does not allow us to understand how the accessibility of specific areas such as parks, medical facilities, grocery, and other retail outlets will affect the perception of transport accessibility of individuals, nor assess the impact of individuals' income on PA [29, 37, 38]. We see it advisable to explore this issue in future studies to determine the reasons for any PA assessment and identify factors that might affect the outcome. Another limitation is related to the study design, as the cross-sectional data do not reflect the dynamic nature of the influence of the studied factors. Future researchers may conduct a longitudinal study to understand better the shift of influence of factors on PA to overcome this limitation. We welcome future research to determine the impact of different factors on PA, for example, depending on the location of attraction centers. PA can likely vary depending on where the respondent works, where they are used to having fun, where the sports club, mall, clinic, school, institute, grocery store, and others are. It should also be clarified how the individual navigates the route. It makes sense to assess how the individual perceives the accessibility of other administrative districts of the city, not just the one where the individual lives. Possibly, the perception that the accessibility is higher in the city center leads to an underestimation of the accessibility perception of the individual's place of residence. That is, the factors that affect PA should be studied further.
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